Making a Homemade Flower Essence Remedy

Making a flower essence is one the simplest natural remedies to make at home. You
can make a flower essence with any flower, as long as it is from a safe and non-toxic
plant. Traditionally flower essence remedies were discovered by their founders
through interacting with plants in an intuitive way and learning their medicine and
emotional healing signature. You can make essences with known flower remedies,
such as those from the Bach Flowers or the Australian Bush Essence kits.
Alternatively, you can use your own intuition and discover the medicine contained in
the plants and flowers you encounter in your backyard or neighbourhood by
interacting and communing with the plant in a meditative way.
Be sure to choose a clear, sunny day to gather your blossoms and make your
essence as you need the power of the sun to infuse the water with the flowers.
What You Need
o Flowers of your choice
o Spring water
o Glass bowl
o Sunshine

Step 1: fill a small glass bowl with natural spring water or pure rain water
(bottled spring water is acceptable if you cannot access spring water locally)
Step 2: gather a small bowl of the fresh blossoms from your chosen plant, preferably
in the early morning when there may still be dew on them. Handle the flowers
gently without crushing the petals if possible.
Step 3: Place the flowers on the surface of the spring water until the surface of the
water is fully covered.
Step 4: Place the bowl outdoors in direct sunlight where they can be infused by the
heat and light of the sun, and leave undisturbed for several hours.

This process will transfer the energy pattern of the flower into the spring water and
create the medicinal essence of the plant remedy.
Step 5: Strain the essence from the flowers through a clean sieve or muslin cloth
into a measuring cup. Preserve the essence by adding a small amount of brandy
(approximately 1/3 brandy to 2/3 water) and bottle your essence.

This “mother tincture essence” can then be added to spring water and made up as
individual bottles for remedy dispensing.
Dose is 5-7 drops morning and night under the tongue.

